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THIS PAST WEEK AT CAMP MORASHA 
 

What an astonishingly amazing week at 
Morasha!  

On Saturday night, Boys Campus competed in the famous "Mo Cup" floor hockey 
tournament  run by the equally famous Coach Mo Fuchs! It was a night of intense 
competition filled with precision passing, slick slapshots, fierce face-offs, 

stupendous stick-handling and great goaltending.  Goals were scored, effort was given, 
spectators were delighted and legends were made.  To that we say: Hat-trick!  

On Sunday, Morasha observed the always-moving and meaningful Shiva Asar 
B'Tammuz fast day. Younger divisions went through a day of appropriate activities while older 
divisions took it easy and discussed the reasons why the fast Day is necessary and important. 
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Yet another learning moment at Camp Morasha.  To that we say: on a fast day, 
remember to slow down! 

Monday at Morasha could have been a wash-out as it rained cats and dogs (and 
possibly other animals) all day long. But even when the sky opens up, Camp Morasha makes 
the most out of the day.  How does Morasha do it? Your guess is as good as mine or, in the 
context of rain, you could say that your “geshem” is as good as my “mayim.” The highlight of 
the day was when the Boys Gym was jammed packed with campers and staff for the 
tremendous and stupendous staff basketball game featuring Morasha Machzor Aleph against 
Machzor Bet.  All those in attendance got into the action with hilarious chanting and dancing 
as the crowd rooted for their favorites.  Bringing everyone together under one roof for so much 
crazy fun is just one way Morasha turns rain into insane, turns a downpour into an uplift and 
turns drizzle into sizzle! To that we say: Let it rain!   

On Tuesday, Morasha campers joyfully participated in regularly 
scheduled activities that kept everyone active and feeling good.  At night, 
campers engaged in a very special camp-wide scavenger hunt.  As part of 
the fun, bunks competed in a variety of games to accumulate "keys" that 
unlocked fantastic prizes.  It was a night of exuberance, excitement and 
exhilaration. To that we say: Excellent! 

Wednesday featured Morasha’s pleasurable and poignant Yom Yisrael 
programming. Culinarily speaking, it was a day filled with falafel, 
shawarma, schnitzel, hummus and techina. But there was so much 
more to the day, one imbued with a love of Eretz Yisrael.  In the 
evening, the entire camp was treated to a drive-in movie.  The feature 
film was Toy Story and to that we say: “To Morasha and Beyond!” 

Thursday brought with it more wild and wacky activities as campers 
stayed in perpetual motion.  In addition, at night each division 

participated in an auction-style competition known as "Bunk Bids," wherein campers actually 
bid on cool and clever prizes.  To that we say: Sold! 

On Friday, Morasha beautifully competed in a long-standing inter-camp event known 
as Yom Nate.  We are so proud of the maturity and derech eretz exhibited by our campers as 
they battled mightily and successfully against other camps in a myriad of sporting events.  To 
that we say: To the victor go the spoils!  

Shabbat shalom! 
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INTERESTING INTERVIEWS 
 @ CAMP MORASHA  
 
Featuring: Josh Weinstein  
Position: Assistant Nitzi Boys Division Head  
 

1. How long have you been at Morasha? 

This is my first summer at Morasha believe it or not and it’s been fantastic thus far!!! 

2. What is your favorite part of camp?   

My favorite part of camp is definitely the “it’s your birthday” music that plays in the 
dining room- check me out the next time it comes on :) 

3. How are the Nitizi Boys this year?  

The Nitzi boys are definitely a big ball of energy and there’s never a dull moment with 
them! Despite their nonstop enthusiasm, the boys have been incredible and I’m so 
grateful to be able to interact with them on such a consistent basis. 

4. Do you believe the rumor that Justin Bieber works at DJ’s ice cream, in the back 
where nobody can see him? 

Next time I get a flurry I’ll ask if it’s too late now to say sorry... 

5. What do you fear most and why? 

One of my biggest fears is definitely the unknown and the future, although despite 
being a fear it is also exciting to see where life will take me. 

6. In three words or less, how would you describe Morasha’s new Aquapark? 

Splash of Heaven 
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COUPLES NAMES FROM 
MORASHA 
 

1. Sean and Shana Steinmetz = Seana  
2. Jeremy and Rachel Joszef = Jachel  
3. R’ Ari and Rachey Mirezoff = Arey  
4. Mo and Rina Fuchs = Mona 
5. Mike and Miriam Cohen = Mikam 
6. R’ Steve and Sharon Richter = Steron 
7. R’ Aryeh and Atara Yudin = Arara  
8. Danny and Sally Shatzkes = Dally 
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